We are constantly surrounded by interesting letters: signs, logos, book covers, architecture, Instagram & Pinterest... everywhere. Collection is a celebration of the beautiful, weird, expressive, and unique letters all around us. Collection will eventually feature at least 50 different versions of each letter (with no two styles ever matching) to make easy work of extremely varied typography, or for a very quick ransom note. This beta version is obviously not yet complete, but it’s still full of possibilities. Future updates will have more (and more refined) glyphs, more OpenType features, & quite likely a variable version!
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TYPE IS A BEAUTIFUL GROUP OF LETTERS, NOT A GROUP OF BEAUTIFUL LETTERS.

MATTHEW CARTER
Collection Character Set v.0.3

Collection Beta 0.3 contains exactly 1,210 glyphs. Most letters have numerous alternates – some more than others – plus basic punctuation & numbers. There is not yet the “Contextual Alternates” OpenType feature, but there is the “Random” feature. This will work awesomely in some apps, but not all. So for now, you may need to manually insert glyphs via a glyph palette sometimes.
THANK YOU
FOR TRYING OUT
THIS BETA FONT OF
COLLECTION!

PLEASE LET US
KNOW WHAT YOU
THINK OF IT &
SHARE WITH US
HOW YOU USE IT!

www.motaitalic.com/collection